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OS Image Version 195A.934
Release Notes
disguise OS Image Version 195A.934 is specific to the rx media servers and is a cumulative system
update. This is a minor bug fix update built on OS 195. It includes fixes to the UAC for d3 remote install and
mellanox driver fixes for renderstream licensing. Base OS 195 includes cumulative security updates to March
2022 and the latest available non-DCH NVIDIA driver from Jan 2022.

- Windows 10 remains at 1809 but Microsoft's cumulative updates up to March 2022 are included.  It
includes a UAC bug fix to allow d3 to remote install.

- NVIDIA driver 472.98 released on 31st Jan 2022 is installed within this OS. rx media servers are always
capable of running the latest NVIDIA feature driver which at the time of this OS release is 511.79.
Windows 1809 does not yet fully support this DCH driver from NVIDIA. Users can install this driver if
needed but should be aware that disguise has tested 511.79 on the rx, and rx II and found some
persistence issues are exhibited by the NVIDIA Control Panel

- dotNet has been updated to 4.8+
- The latest d3 will be installed on new servers, and upgrading a media server will preserve the existing

version of d3 installed. disguise recommends upgrading to d3 r21, to work in local languages and find
solutions for the most complex projects with peers around the world. Take advantage of improved
workflows and integrations with most of the leading technology.

- Intel Network Proset 26.8 is included and comes with a new advanced teaming utility for teaming
compatible intel adapters.

- Mellanox driver has been reverted to 2.940.22655.23 to fix rivermax integrated licensing with
renderstream and d3

Firmware & Drivers:
1. Intel Chipset - 10.1.9.2
2. Intel_network - 26.8
3. NVIDIA Production Driver - 472.98
4. Mellanox OF2 - 2.940.22655.23
5. Mellanox MFT - 4.18.0
6. D3 r21 if new, else your existing d3 will persist.
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